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SYNOPSIS
This article provides an overview of the basis, utility and validity of qualitative methods in
research. It is aimed to enhance the understanding of a broad spectrum of readers: ranging from
those mystified by such approaches, to those wanting a better critical knowledge to apply to
literature review, and for healthcare providers considering developing an interest in the field.
Qualitative research is crucial in augmentation of disease knowledge as well as the development of
incremental care strategies and operational aspects of care that improves health outcomes.
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‘Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be
counted.’

William Bruce Cameron, Professor of Sociology, 1963
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Introduction
The last two centuries of medical research advancements were driven by the systematic
collection of measurable assessments relying upon quantifiable constructs and producing
measurable variables within populations. Quantitative research has far progressed medical
science, but tells us little about the opinions and experiences of living with disease that
could provide actionable insight but are less amenable to quantification. Qualitative
research, on the other hand, provides valuable insight into patient experiences, attitudes,
behavior, meaning, thoughts and broadens our understanding of human disease, and thusly
in recent years, has carved a bona fide position as valuable science in healthcare operations
and understanding of disease (figure 1).1,2 This position has been hard won for a science that
inherently relies upon subjectivity in both data collection and analysis; and though
endeavours to be free of bias, will always be guided by investigator perception and
sensitivity. Though recently less so, still faces challenges in obtaining research funding and
a difficulty publishing in high-impact journals persisting to some extent.3

This chapter reviews the underpinnings, utility and validity of qualitative method;
punctuated with examples of how they have been applied in rheumatic disease research. In
order to optimally define qualitative methodology, it is contrasted in this chapter with its
counterpart, quantitative methodology, to which all readers have an acquaintanceship,
hopefully making it easier to assimilate the less familiar ideas of qualitative research;
revealing how these seemingly diverse schools are, in fact, interdependent; with quality
research often employing both approaches. This review is addressed to a broad spectrum of
readers: ranging from those wishing to better appraise the burgeoning number of published
qualitative studies to researchers considering the role qualitative methods might play in
answering their own research questions. We hope to inspire serious interest – and perhaps
dedicated careers - in applying these methods to deciphering a deeper understanding of the
biopsychosocial burden of rheumatic disease and how qualitative research methods might
support the development of incremental management strategies4 to improve health-related
quality of life (HRQoL), and perhaps even survival.5

WHAT IS QUALITATIVE RESEARCH?
Qualitative research explores the meaning attached to health-related experiences, cultures,
views, opinions, and practices by individuals within their personal social and cultural
context.6 Though data is represented by words that reflect recorded speech and behaviour (in
contrast to numerical quantity, distribution, magnitude and frequency of quantitative
research methods), qualitative methods are marked by careful, deliberate strategies of robust
and systematic data collection, organization and interpretation of non-numerical data. Where
quantitative research predominantly examines the relationships between independent,
dependent and extraneous variables represented by numerical values, the corresponding
qualitative analytic units are themes and concepts that arise through discussion, observation
or document review. In contrast to quantitative research methods, the interactive nature of
qualitative research enables investigators to actively participate in the quest for enhanced
understanding (not necessarily definitive answers) and unexpected scientific lines of enquiry
can emerge within the process of data acquisition1 (table 1).
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Investigation typically takes the form of open-ended survey answers, field-note observations
and/or anonymized transcripts obtained in focus group, or semi-structured individual patient
interviews1 to form the descriptive raw data of the research from which the interpretation is
derived.7 Qualitative methods can be applied to any study of human interactions, patient
experiences, communication, diagnostic evaluation, disease activity definitions and health
measurement scale development relevant to disease management1 focusing directly on the
health condition itself, or any other aspect of care, including technical or operational facets.
Pharmaceutical companies routinely apply qualitative research methods to healthcare
providers and patients for marketing purposes; and recently have been more involved in
funding the development of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMS) for use in clinical
trials within diseases of interest to them.

However, the main use of qualitative methods in healthcare is to evaluate and understand the
perspectives of patients and healthcare providers as a means to heighten knowledge of
disease processes, diagnostic evaluation and management to improve health outcomes and
health related quality of life (HRQoL). In the rheumatic diseases these include physician and
patient treatment decision-making in RA and OA89,10, prescribing practices for
musculoskeletal pain11, family and relationships in RA12, parenting and arthritis13,14,
experiences of JIA15, patient-healthcare provider interactions16,17,18–23, perceived health
benefits of treatment/intervention242526, adherence to intervention26–29, as well as
developing research priorities30. Increasingly, qualitative research has become more focused
on specific disease manifestations that might only affect a minority of patients within a
disease entity e.g. body image dissatisfaction in patients with cutaneous lupus31 or
potentially common but hitherto neglected experiences of diseases such as fatigue in OA.32

However, qualitative investigations are not limited to patient experiences and might include
any person related to any part of the disease process or healthcare experience, depending on
the question to be answered (table 2). Subjects might therefore include family, friends,
caregivers, clinicians, community healthcare providers, laboratory scientists, specialist
nurses, rehabilitation specialists, trainees and administrative staff. Qualitative research is an
inquisitive process; capturing motivation/adherence, emotions, needs, perceptions,
experience, or opinions in words but otherwise follows a similar degree of robust and
systematic data collection, organization and interpretation.

WHEN TO CHOOSE QUALITATIVE METHODS
Quantitative methods have formed the mainstay of biomedical research and are generally
applied when there is sufficient information to form a hypothesis that can be tested using
quantifiable comparative, associative, hierarchical or interval-type assessments. Qualitative
strategies might be employed when there is insufficient data to form a stable hypothesis or
quantitative assessment; and attainment of more information might help to formulate one.
Alternately, quantitative results might be available but there is a need to understand the
personal human relevance / motivation that drives the results. Both qualitative and
quantitative research methods provide important tools that complement each other toward
larger goals with many research projects adopting a mixed methods approach for
comprehensiveness.
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The preferred methodology for any given project is determined by the goals of the overall
research question (see below). Increasingly, dovetailing of qualitative with more traditional
quantitative research methods in a complementary fashion has been proven to support
broader research goals. An integrated mixed-methods approach has become the mainstay of
PROM development throughout medical and rheumatic disease research (2,33. An example
of innovative blending of qualitative and quantitative methods, is the McMaster Toronto
Arthritis patient preference questionnaire (MACTAR)34 The MACTAR captures both
qualitative and quantitative data on patient priorities of physical function by enabling
patients to set and quantify their own health-related priorities. The MACTAR identified a
number of domains relating to functional impairment in SSc patients that are not captured in
the Health Assessment Questionnaire-Disability Index, highlighting the importance of
patient participation in outcome measure design, content development and adoption35.

The incorporation of qualitative methods is particularly relevant to PROM development
where capturing the patient experience is paramount to the success of the instrument leading
to regulatory bodies such as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) establishing that
engaging the target patient population in PROM development should be used to support
labelling claims and marketing authorization36,37. The importance of the patient voice has
led to patient research partners coining the phrase ‘nothing about us, without us!’38.

One of several examples of qualitative patient data influencing outcomes, is the derivation
of a minimal set of outcome measure for clinical trials in connective tissue disease-related
interstitial lung disease (CTD-ILD)39. The project sought qualitative perspectives from both
experts and patients with their relationships to the emerged concepts which were examined
and cross-examined subsequently with quantitative strategies to gauge degree of importance.
The qualitative input from patients altered the direction of the entire study and the final
product – and, further, drew physician experts’ attention to the symptom of ‘cough’ as
central to the ILD experience inspiring further independent quantitative investigations on
potential causes, therapeutic implications and potential methods for capturing the severity
and impact of cough in CTD-ILD39,40. The integration of quantitative and qualitative
research studies can be challenging and less readily amenable to traditional meta-analytical
approaches of aggregating data from multiple studies3,41,42. Nonetheless, applying mixed-
method approaches expands the boundaries of research enabling a more complete
assessment of most aspects of human disease41. Examples of effective integration of applied
methods is presented in Table 3.

APPROACHES TO QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS
Qualitative research methods include a variety of techniques for systematically collecting,
organizing and interpreting human experiences captured through open discussion and
observation1. Phenomenology, the study of human experience, is the overarching concept of
qualitative research and drives almost all methods of performing qualitative research in
healthcare, typically using interviews and focus groups, and can unearth unexpected
experiences considered important by patients, otherwise overlooked by clinicians. For
example, focus groups in rheumatoid arthritis (RA), revealed that a recurrent and pervasive
theme that arose in the focus group data was the symptom of fatigue. The strong emergence
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of this caused subsequent research to quantify the magnitude of intensity, frequency, and
correlation of fatigue in RA resulting in the quantitative discovery of fatigue as a reliable
indicator of RA disease activity43.

Ethnography is the systematic study based on observation of people and has been more
often used for cultural or social research cultures. It can take the form of direct observation
by a non-participatory party or indirect by the researcher actually taking part in the natural
setting in which the behaviour is observed. There have been few ethnographic studies but it
is an application becoming more common; especially in combination with interview
methods. One of the few studies in RA, used ethnography to understand the barriers to
arthritis care in a Mayan community44. This study observed both people with arthritis and
healthcare providers of varying levels, revealing that availability and attainability of access
was further complicated by patient acceptability of the diminishing levels of quality of life
that appeared to be related to indigenous vs non-indigenous power imbalances. The study
concluded that accessibility strategies that are culturally sensitive and developed with
Mayans are needed in order to increase Mayans accessing care [18]. Another ethnographic
study investigated self-injection practices, yielding important insight to suboptimal injection
practices identifying improvement areas for patient performance and healthcare team
behaviour44,45.

Action research may involve observation and/or interview techniques and sets out to
develop a product (policy, educational materials etc.) by engaging the expertise of the
participants to solve a problem. This approach has been successfully applied to developing a
handbook by patients for patients with rheumatoid arthritis46 and to develop goal roadmaps
for the operational enhancement of scleroderma centers47.

Historical analysis is another application which examines, often historical and usually
published narrative data, such as newspapers and journals for data relevant to answering a
question in qualitative research. The expansion of digital blogs and forums could lead to an
expansion of this tool in chronic illnesses. The patient experience of disease can also be
captured in non-textual form as exemplified by examination of the later works of Klee,
Renoir, Hugue and Gaudi who each expressed their experiences of living with debilitating
health and fear of mortality at the hands of autoimmune diseases48–50.

Regardless of the chosen strategy, qualitative methods are at best implemented or supervised
by those who might have received dedicated academic training such as medical
anthropologists, psychologists, social workers, etc. or someone recognized as being
experienced in this field; the inclusion of which is often a quality indicator of the research.
Because the multi-disciplinary nature is an important quality indicator of the research,
healthcare providers and lay people, such as patients, can be trained to implement the
components of qualitative research such as information gathering and analytic methods.
However qualitative research demands the same level of respect and rigor as other scientific
endeavors in medical research; in fact it is arguably a more challenging task to crystalize the
“true” voice when expressing both the common and disparate experiences of a group of
subjects, whatever the context.
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The Research Question

The careful construction of the research question is crucial to good yield of data and
efficiency in both qualitative and quantitative research. A good question defines the goal of
the data collection and frames the existing research gap while at the same time delineating
the confines of the research scope (Tables 4–6). An excellent question guides research
design, choice of methodology and supports project planning and assessing resources.
Further it serves to rein in the focus when the qualitative exploration reveals so many
interesting and tempting distractors; and finally a good research question facilitates the
delivery of the published findings by framing the reportable content (publication) of the
analysis and results.

The subject of the research question deserves considerable thought; focusing on the most
essential stakeholders to answer the question/s at hand. For certain research questions, the
perspectives of very different stakeholders may be required to accurately and
comprehensively address the issue. Further, sometimes a 360▫ perspective of all potential
stakeholders is useful. This strategy is frequently used when developing disease specific
Core Sets for the International Classification of Functioning, Health and Disability (ICF)
and developed on the converging insights of patients, family members, physicians,
rehabilitation therapists, social workers, and psychologists, such as in mixed methods
approach in ankylosing spondylitis to develop a quantifiable health index51.

Focus Groups and Interviews

Interviews and focus groups are the main, most commonly used methods of data collection
in healthcare related phenomenological research. They provide rich detail of personal
perspective in narrative data form; however each method has different qualities and
dynamics that generally yield different depths and expanses of insight. A combinations of
approaches, applied in an iterative fashion can support researchers seeking rich and varied
data to answer a specific research question. For instance, a series of interviews might
initially collect insights that can be further explored in a focus group; or the focus group
might generate themes that require more in-depth probing in an interview format. The
choice of strategy depends, amongst other factors, on the sensitivity of the subject.
Interviews and focus groups require a skill, sensitivity and sensibility to conduct and
typically comprise unstructured or semi-structured interview techniques adhering to a
planned topic or question guide (see below). Important environmental considerations,
especially for people with rheumatic diseases, must include ease of access to a venue and
comfort with attention to room temperature, seating, availability of water and proximity to
lavatories as well as when participants are getting tired.

Focus groups induce narrative data through discussion of an issue or topic that is common to
a group of people with shared experiences52,53. Focus groups facilitate discussion and
debate amongst participants; clarifying convergent and divergent views expressed54. The
group strategy helps to characterize common and divergent cultural and social experiences
in healthcare – whilst simultaneously providing reassurance to group members by dispelling
a sense of “nobody knows how I feel” in relation to the subject of interest. The group
dynamics and interactions of a focus group can create a relaxed setting and also widen the
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range of response compared to individual interviews, as each member, in addition to sharing
their own perspective, hears others’ perspectives processing them against their own
perspective. This comparison with other perspectives arising in the group ignites a
deepening of participants’ self-exploration and sharing53.

Group discussion also sparks recollection of details for participants that might have been
forgotten or overlooked by the participant in an interview setting. Focus groups also provide
an opportunity to capture language and phrasing that target populations adopt to describe
experiences. The vocabulary and descriptive phrases can prove particularly valuable if goals
include developing patient-reported outcome measures, patient education materials, or
manuals for healthcare providers etc.40,55. The size and composition of the group will
influence the narrative. A group that is too large may impair the depth of expression or
completion of communication; and some participants may not have a chance to speak at all.
Another important consideration when assembling groups is factors that might interfere with
comfortable and free expression, for example, hierarchical differences when examining
barriers in the operational flow of clinic, or gender when examining sexual health. In these
situations, separate focus groups should accommodate each member-type (so-called strata).

Audio-recording with subsequent verbatim transcription of study data enables independent
verification of the study findings3. The researcher or assistant should also take field notes to
observe and document tone, emotionality and physical behaviors that emphasize, clarify,
seemingly contradict or add to a participant’s voiced perspective.

Purposive sampling techniques to ensure broad participation from within the target patient
population can be applied to maximize the transferability (external validity) of the study
interpretation and the specific patient populations to which they pertain3. In contrast to
quantitative research methods, diversity within the study population can be a strength as the
findings are not necessarily meant to be transferable across large population groups3. A
complete description of the study population (and the extent to which a priori purposive
sampling framework was achieved), site and context provides clarity and context on the
sample population to which the interpretations purport3.

Whether focus groups or individual interviews are adopted, an a priori purposive sampling
framework can help ensure a representative sample of patients with respect to clinical
phenotype and demographics, whilst also ensuring adequate diversity of the cohort in terms
of ethnicity, geographic and cultural participation. Qualitative research methods do not
adhere to traditional sample size calculations and generally involve smaller sample sizes
than their quantitative counterparts. There is not a minimum number of interview subjects or
focus groups for any given subject. Instead, the choice of qualitative research method and
subject sample size is dictated by the research question and goal of achieving thematic
saturation56. Large sample sizes are not always appropriate and can complicate analysis with
a single case study design sometimes proving an adequate and effective method for tackling
a specific research question7.

Qualitative researchers need to be alert to many of the same biases that befall quantitative
research such as sampling, analysis and selective presentation of data42. The unique role of
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the investigator in data acquisition (e.g. interviewing style and topic guide) and their own
personal characteristics (e.g. age, gender, social status, personality and health [disabled or
able]) can influence the participant experience and the quality of data collection42,57. It is
acknowledged that investigator’s personal experiences, values, perceptions and
preconceived concepts influence the data acquisition process in semi-structured interview of
focus group setting. Whilst the effects of this bias are not easily eliminated, investigators
should use reflexive reporting to openly describe investigator’s preconceptions and how
these assumptions were challenged or supported during the course of data collection and
analysis3,55.

Topic/Question Guide Development and Application

The topic guide is a carefully constructed flow of the interview questions, which is the
backbone of active data collection, and ideally should be published with the results of study.
Interview questions are open-ended queries that should be clear, simple and easy to
understand when posed out loud. If questions are more complex, consider choreographing
pauses in the midst of the question to allow for comprehension and reflection before
completing the question. After writing a question, ask it aloud to other research team
members to afford opportunities to modify awkward-sounding questions. Poorly constructed
questions, can cause the group to falter in momentum. The order of questions can be
important, and is based on cultivating comfort and then fostering an openness of
communication that might occur naturally when encountering new people in non-research
daily life. Brief opening questions that are straightforward and easy for interviewee or group
members to answer helps to establish rapport between interviewer/moderator and the
interviewee/group allowing time for participants to feel comfortable with speaking are good
to begin sessions. Subsequent transitioning questions continue to warm the participant to
speaking as well as sharing one’s own and responding to others’ perspectives. Both of which
serve to ease the discussion into the sharper focus on the central/key questions necessary to
procure material that address the overall research question. A smaller number of key
questions that target the data collection is likely to procure a higher quality and more
comprehensive yield, than many key questions. In our research, we often use the technique
of beginning certain key questions by asking the participant to ‘think back’. For example,
‘think back to the time, when you first new something was not right with your health (leaving
a pause here), what were the changes to your health you noticed?. The application of this
and similar techniques helps to guide the participant’s mind, placing them in the midst of the
situation/experience of interest sensitizing the participant to re-experience and thus to more
readily recall and share important details.

Back up and probe questions, are exactly what their names imply, and are used to keep a
discussion progressing when group members might be shy or uncertain what to say or to
follow a particular remark more deeply. In regard to probing remarks further, we avoid
direct questions that might sound harsh, instead we might say, ‘that’s interesting, can you
comment further on your remark?’ The tone of the moderator can make all the difference in
the same words either creating defensiveness or sounding inviting. Our goal is to maintain a
tone that is soft, friendly and interested. Eye contact with each participant is important and
should be gentle reflecting the qualities of the prior sentence.
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QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
Irrespective of the qualitative research method, the raw “data” is typically in narrative form
and include transcripts, reflective notes and field notes together form the descriptive raw
“data” of the research but cannot provide an interpretation 4,7 without rigorous analytic
application.

The assembling of the analytical team is vital to the success and perceived quality of the
study. A multi-disciplinary team with varying fields of expertise is exemplary affording
opportunity to see the narrative in diverse perspectives. In the best situation, the team is led
by someone with significant experience in conducting, supervising and, if possible, comfort
in teaching qualitative methods. Regardless of the scientific discipline, with practice, the
sensitivity and capability of the researcher deepens; and the data is only as reliable as the
care, accuracy, and as much objectivity as the situation allows, as implemented by the
researcher.

The most common approach to qualitative data analysis is grounded theory which is the
purest of inductive approaches whereby the data is approached without preconceived codes
by the researcher; thus the researcher analyzes with naïve eyes, allowing the data to speak
for itself and to be the driver of the emerging framework58. The theories produced by the
research are ‘grounded’ only in the data collected with no input from prior studies. Here,
codes are developed as part of the on-going analytic process and they are modified and
refined with new discoveries in the data. There is constant re-engagement with already
coded sections, this dynamic which is part of most qualitative analyses called constant
comparative. Although various approaches to systematic analysis of qualitative data exist,
each involves the process of de-contextualisation (compiling repositories of shared
experiences using individual components lifted from the data) and re-contextualisation
(ensuring these defined experiences collate with the context from which they were originally
identified to avoid issues around data fragmentation related de-contextualisation)7.

Virtually all qualitative analytic methods are derived from grounded theory. Other methods
range from the start list method whereby the analysts develop a list of preconceived codes
based on past studies to which new codes are added during the analysis59. Such approaches
can help expedite the process when pre-existing data is available. At the far end, is the more
deductive spectrum, with a definitive code list applied1,2,7,60. This method can be seen in the
strict application of ICF coding to a focus group transcript. Such studies gauge frequency of
occurrence and therefore sit on the borderline between qualitative and quantitative in nature.
Analytic approaches are dictated by what is already known, what the question is, and the
overall goal of the research.

Analysis and interpretation of qualitative data is subjective and complex in nature, and a
difficult, time-intensive task. It is an iterative process returning to the same script repeatedly
as an individual analyst and as a team of analysts, with several independent analysts
performing identical tasks on the same manuscript/s –repeatedly - and the team discussing
and comparing coding of their individual efforts until the final analysis is settled (Figure 2).
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The process of data analysis runs continuously in parallel with data acquisition as
investigators are often present and active participants in the process of capturing
experiences7. Analysis of the textual data needs to be systematic and thorough, and is
therefore labor-intensive and time-consuming7. In striking contraindication to best
quantitative practices, it is only through analysis that the halt of data collection is signaled.
No new information arising in the analyses signals saturation has been reached and data
collection can be discontinued.

The process begins with each analyst conducting an overview of a virgin transcript or
recording, developing a receptiveness to the narrative as the first step in analysis, called
familiarisation, allows concepts and themes to emerge2. This is achieved by reading the
narrative in its entirety without yet attempting to code. After appreciating the scope, depth,
and evolution of ideas, the manuscript is marked line by line for discrete ‘thought-units’
which are chunks of text that reflect a single concept. Thought-units may become filed under
‘codes’. Codes are labels consisting of a single word or discrete phrase that embody the
essence of an important element of the narrative. Coding is an integral component in
categorizing data and building a framework in a way that explains the diversity of
experiences expressed in the data2,7. The identification of contrary experiences (“deviant” or
negative opinions) enables investigators to interrogate their data with greater scrutiny,
challenging and qualifying hypotheses, and refining interpretations7. Iterative testing on new
or expanded samples can be used to confirm propositions derived from earlier analyses7.

Codes relevant to the research question are assembled into ‘code structures’. Code structures
make categorical sense of emerging themes and is often displayed in outline form.
Remembering that qualitative research is in all spheres an iterative process, the code
structure will continually change and be modified until a final conceptual framework
emerges after all the narratives have been coded. The framework is often used to provide
both understanding of a phenomenology as well as future directions in research and care.

Alternatively, there is also a place for quantification in some strictly qualitative studies.
Johnson et al, sought to understand physician expert perceptions of disease sub-typing in
SSc using semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative insight and after implying
qualitative analytic methods was able to calculate frequency of discrete codes correlated to
individual participants61. This combined analytic technique was also used to understand the
experiences of patients living with SSc-related calcinosis62; calculation of quantifiable
frequency data facilitated understanding useful both in supporting normative assumptions as
well as providing direction for actionable deliverables in care. In this case, learning that
many patients routinely extract calcinosis by either self-instrumentation or warm water-
soaking and extrusion, provoked the not-yet tested, but safe enough, anticipatory guidance
regarding topical antibiotic use.

Several computer software programs are available to assist with organization, retrieval and
re-organisation of data7. However, the rigour of the analysis and the development of the
framework is dependent on the researcher only. If the software program interferes with the
essential intimacy the researcher must have with the narrative, then it is best to revert to non-
software-assisted analysis until those skills and sensibilities are more deeply set. The beauty
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of such software is to afford a researcher already intimate with the data, more avenues of
exploration that confer a deeper intimacy of relational associations7.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AS AN EMERGING, ACCEPTED and ESSENTIAL
METHOD IN HEALTH SCIENCES

Also, the quality indicators of quantitative methods are not the quality indicators of
qualitative method requiring a unique set of indicators to ensure qualitative rigour1,3,63.
Qualitative studies, expectedly, are not completely reproducible in another group of
participants; given the smaller non-randomised purposeful sample sizes, and more personal
nature; and as such the data inherently lacks unadulterated generalizability. In qualitative
research, bias is virtually inescapable as analysis relies on the sensibilities of the analyst,
though working hard to be objective, it is through empathy that coding is signaled. A very
messy – very human – but scientifically sound business!

It is crucial that qualitative research methods consider many of the same quality standards
governing quantitative research such as the validity (credibility), objectivity (confirmability)
and generalizability (transferability) of the research findings3. Attention should also be
drawn to the inevitable influence of bias on the relevance and validity of the study findings3.
The researcher’s personal and professional preconceptions cannot be entirely negated but a
complete and transparent account of the role and effect of the researcher at each step of the
research process ensures bias can be accounted for in the interpretation of the study
findings3.

Articles should include the relevance of the question and rationale of the approach, e.g. why
qualitative and why the particular applications and sampling strategy selected as well as the
principal of saturation. Inclusion of the actual interview guide as well as information on the
analysis (e.g. number of coders, multi-disciplinary team, the code structure, management of
divergent cases, etc is essential information when reporting the research64,65. Thus, to
ensure rigor, protocols and guidelines have been presented. The most accepted of these is
the COREQ. The COREQ is a 32-Item checklist that is used for pre-publication in some
journals to assure qualitative research has been conducted with utmost rigour66. The
COREQ consists of three domains with several questions under each: a. the study team, b.
the study design, c. the analysis and findings66. The first study exploring the Raynaud
experience in SSc demonstrating that current SSc PROMs do not capture the complex
burden on morbidity67, is a clear example of data summarization formatted for ease of
quality evaluation. It is important to recognize that some of the items are arguably
controversial e.g. member-checking; but an overall guidance for quality assurance is
necessary providing opportunity for the team to explain their process.

CONCLUSION
The acceptance of qualitative research has been a long road fraught with criticism but the
scientific community has begun to appreciate the value of the unquantifiable. In many
regards, the comparatively recent emergence of qualitative research methods in health
science research reflects a return to pre-20th century medicine. Then, as now, clinicians
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appreciated the huge wealth of information that can be derived from observing and listening
to patients recounting personal experiences of illness and qualitative research methods
provide an important reminder of the complementary art and science of medicine. Over the
course of this century, qualitative research has provided patients, carers and healthcare
workers with a greater voice, ensuring their personal experiences contribute to knowledge
development, clinical assessments and the shaping of future healthcare services42.
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Key Points

• Qualitative research is an indispensable form of research vital information
that impacts the biopsychosocial burden of chronic illness and in improved
healthcare operations

• Qualitative research is often used as a foundation or in complement to more
traditional quantitative research methods to augment knowledge of rheumatic
diseases

• Qualitative research, though inherently subjective, is a robust process that can
be evaluated and held to a high standard of quality
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Figure 1.
Number of Medline citations identified for a search of Qualitative Research AND
Rheumatic Disease from 1950 to 2015.
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Figure 2.
Schematic of dynamics between data collection and analysis: a continually iterative in both
intra- and inter- analysis that integrates new data and continually refines existing data.
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Table 1

Similarities and differences between qualitative and quantitative research methods

Concept Quantitative Qualitative

Goals Generate comparisons and correlations of attributes Investigate human perspectives

Level of Investigation Broad, impersonal Deep, personal

Level of Data Detail Concise, numerical summation Richly, detailed description

Focus Relationship of numerical values Personal experience

Driver To prove / predict a hypothesis Discovery / exploration

Research question Hypothesis statement often proving a single predicted
outcome to measure descriptive, causal, or associative/
relational occurrences or states resulted in units of
magnitude, quantity or frequency

Exploratory question seeking new understanding
of human experience in dynamic, yet
unquantifiable and in specifically described
situations and settings

Sample size Large – focused on precise trends across large groups Small –focused collected case content

Sample recruitment Random, representative, generalizable Purposeful, not necessarily representative nor
generalizable

Setting of Data Collection Experimental; May occur in ‘the field’ with descriptive
studies

Usually from where the participants are, i.e. ‘the
field’, natural environment

Instruments May be surveys with closed-ended questions The interviewer or observer are the instruments
with open-ended queries

May use equipment such as beakers, pipettes, serum
testing etc.

Method Types: Descriptive Historical analysis using archival data

Correlative

Causal Phenomonolgy

Comparative Ethnography / Participant observation (direct or
indirect)

Inferential Action research

Data units / Coding Numerical whether nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio
data

Words / Concepts

Analytic approach Deductive: based on existing theories or established
views

Inductive; allows data to emerge and guide the
researcher and often takes researcher back to data
collection phase to clarify/further explore a
concept

Analysis Statistical modeling to confirm accuracy and
reproducibility

Interpretive and Identification of concepts and
creation of themes

Design Highly structured, experimental and quasi-experimental
Design is fully committed prior to implementation

‘Emergent’, i.e. responsive to data collection and
subject to change depending on initial findings

Design Perspective Objective, outcome-oriented Subjective, process-oriented

Data Sources Variable, objective medical data, quantifiable
subjective data reduced to data points

Interviews, observation, audio/visual clips or
documents
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Concept Quantitative Qualitative

Data Collection Platform Spreadsheets or other formulaic templates Recording transcriptions generating volumes of
narrative

Data Scalable Non-scalable

Easy to understand / interpret Difficult to analyze and interpret

Easy to generate comparisons Collect more than one type to get holistic,
comprehensive understanding to answer one
question

Success Indicator Predetermine / predict an outcome Saturation of newly discovered concepts

Conclusion Strongly formulated with generalizability Tentative

Presentation of Data Often follows a formulaic statistical report that is
central with some narrative describing background,
arguments regarding relevance of results and
conclusions drawn

Narrative, interpretative, often contains direct
participant quotes or behaviour descriptions, also
with brief background and conclusion

Resource Consumption Data
Collection:

Variable depending on source of data Minimal,
calculations often set as formulas run on computers Time / labour intensive

Data Analysis: Time / labour intensive

Data Reporting: Commonly formulaic, able to require minimal effort Requires several people to evaluate the same data
Requires high level narrative and literary skills
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Table 2

Application and goals of qualitative research methods

Procurement of data sufficient to generate hypotheses for future quantitative investigation

Conceptual framework to characterize / facilitate understanding of a disease, issue, or area of concern/phenomena

Emergence of recurrent themes for actionable attention

Protocols, policy, educational materials

Classification System / Taxonomy

Survey instruments to measure relevance, importance, intensity of qualitative concepts e.g. PROM
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Table 3

Examples of mixed methods production motifs

  1. PROM development:

Qualitative focus group data collection/analysis with isolation of concepts >> Quantitative testing of concepts for relevance/important in larger
group >> Qualitative focus group/interview field-testing of best language >> Qualitative action research with patients to develop a set of
questions >> Quantitative testing of questions using factor analysis, test-retest, etc

  2. Phenomonologic experience of living with a rheumatic health condition:

Qualitative focus group experience of living with ‘x’ condition with analysis yielding ‘y’ as prevalent interfering symptom >> Quantitative
assessment of ‘y’ as a reliable marker of disease activity in ‘x’ in randomized controlled clinical trial

  3. Phenomonolgic experience with historical analysis of published blogs of people living with a specific manifestation of an
autoimmune health condition:

Qualitative focus groups with analysis yielding unexpected pervasive self-management technique >> a. action research working with patients
to develop anticipatory guidance strategies for safety AND b. quantitative testing of self-management technique for efficacy

  4. Ethnography combined with focus groups to learn barriers to healthcare access in a rural area:

Qualitative focus groups with analysis of perceived power differences between healthcare providers and patients as a barrier >> recorded
observation of behaviour of patients and providers within health system identifying specific areas of concern >> qualitative action research
with patient and providers to develop strategies that create equanimity in communication >> quantitative assessment of effectiveness of new
strategies vs. prior behaviour.
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Table 4

Examples of General Topics for Qualitative Research in Healthcare

Understanding barriers / facilitators to accessing or learning something (e.g. online patient portals, quality healthcare, obtaining appropriate
therapy, improving physical function etc)

Motivation for behaviours (e.g. patient medication adherence, provider prescribing practices,providing health education and counselling etc.)

Social, home, employment or healthcare team dynamics (stress-related situations, communication etc)

Beliefs, perceptions or priorities (e.g. patient beliefs surrounding methotrexate use or vaccines, healthcare provider beliefs surrounding pain in
osteoarthritis, patient priorities in healthcare provision etc.)
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Table 5

The anatomy of the Qualitative Research Question

Inductive and incites exploration

Framed as a question (what, why, how) or an aim (infinitive verb, e.g. ‘To explain’, ‘To identify’ etc.)

Clear focus on singular and distinct phenomenon

Neutral language that is open

Stated subject of interest

Target patient population well-defined

Setting well-defined
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Table 6

Examples of Qualitative Research Questions

To understand system-level and interpersonal factors of prolonged prednisone use and delay of DMARD optimisation in young African
American women with systemic lupus erythematosus.

To identify barriers to early diagnosis of systemic lupus erythematosus of Hispanic population in Milwaukee.

To characterize the daily life experience of systemic sclerosis patients living with calcinosis.

What are the most disabling aspects to patients diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis in the first three years?

What are the expectations of scleroderma patients, patient families and scleroderma specialists in a scleroderma center of excellence?
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